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Abstract

The recent proliferation of digital multimedia content h
raised concerns about authentication mechanisms for m
timedia data. A number of authentication techniques ba
on digital watermarks have been proposed in the literatu
In this paper we examine the security of the Yeung-Mintz
authentication watermarking technique. We show that un
some conditions the Yeung-Mintzer technique is susce
ble to impersonation attacks. We then propose some s
ple modifications to the technique that make it more rob
against substitution and impersonation attacks.

Introduction

Authentication techniques provide a means of ensuring
integrity of a message. It should be noted that, authent
tion, in general, is quite independent of encryption, wh
the intent is to ensure the secrecy of a given message.
thentication codes are essentially designed to provide as
ance that a received message has not been tampered wit
has indeed originated from a specific source. This could
achieved with or without secrecy. In fact, for certain app
cations, secrecy could actually turn out to be an undesira
feature of an authentication technique. The general mo
under which authentication techniques are studied is sh
in Figure 1.

In this model we have a transmitter, Alice, and a mess
X that she wishes to transmit to Bob over an open chan
In order for Bob to be assured that the message did origin
from Alice and has not been modified, Alice computes an
thenticated messageY which she sends over the open cha
nel. Y is a function ofX and a secret authentication ke
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In general, authentication is achieved by adding redund
information to a message. This redundant information co
be in the form of anauthentication tag (or authenticator)at-
tached to the end of the message being authenticated. In
caseY would be of the formY = (X jj a), wherea is the
appended authenticator andjj denotes concatenation. Au
thentication could also be achieved by redundancy pre
in the structure of the message, which could be recogn
by the receiver [7]. For ease of exposition, lets assume
former case.

If Bob receivesY = (X jj a) he could verify, using a veri-
fication key, thata is indeed a valid authenticator forX and
accepts the message. In a symmetric key system, the au
tication and verification key are identical and both need
be kept secret between Alice and Bob. Since the authe
cated message is being transmitted over an open chann
malicious Oscar, can intercept the message and replace
another messageY 0 6= Y with Y 0 = (X 0 jj a0) which he
hopes Bob would accept as an authentic message. Note
Oscar performs this operation without knowledge of any
cret key. Such an attack is called asubstitution attack. Oscar
may also insert a messageY 0 straight into the channel with
out knowledge of any authentic message that Alice has
to Bob. Such an attack is called animpersonation attack. Os-
car may also choose freely between a substitution attack
an impersonation attack. Authentication techniques that
unconditionally secure against these attacks, from an in
mation theoretic point of view, are known [7]. One proble
with the model described above is that Alice can always d
claim originating a message. Authentication techniques
are non-repudiable are also known. For an excellent re
survey on authentication techniques, the reader is referre
[7].
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Figure 1: Authentication Model
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Closely related to authentication techniques are digital sig
ture schemes and message authentication code (MAC)
eration algorithms. The former employs public key tec
niques to generate a signature for a message which ca
verified by anyone having knowledge of the public key. Di
ital signature schemes are usually non-repudiable. M
techniques are symmetric key (private key) based and in
sense similar to authentication codes. However, they o
provide computational guarantees about security. Tha
generating false messages is known to be (in most c
without any formal proof) computationally intractable. F
an excellent introduction to digital signatures and rela
topics the reader is referred to [8].

The recent proliferation of digital multimedia content h
raised concerns about authentication mechanisms for m
media data. When multimedia content is used for legal p
poses, medical applications, news reporting, and comme
transactions, it is important to ensure that the content or
nated from a specific source and that it has not been chan
manipulated or falsified. There have been numerous aut
tication techniques for multimedia objects proposed in
literature. Most of these techniques appear to have o
inated in the signal processing literature and are based
digital watermarks. A watermark is a signal added to di
tal data (namely audio, video or still images) which can la
be extracted or detected to make an assertion about the
In this work we are concerned with authentication of ima
data and hence restrict our attention to inserting and extr
ing watermarks from images. It should be noted howev
that the techniques we discuss are quite general and a
equally well to other type of data, including audio and vid
data.

There have been many different watermarking techniq
proposed in the literature and consequently there is a g
deal of variation in how a watermark signal is embedded i
an image. In general, the watermark insertion step can
represented as

X 0 = EK(X;W ) (1)

whereX is the original image,W is the watermark infor-
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mation being embedded,K is the user's insertion key, an
E represents the watermark insertion function. We adopt
notation throughout this paper that for an original imageX ,
the watermarked variant is represented asX 0.

Depending on the way the watermark is inserted, and
pending on the nature of the watermarking algorithm,
detection or extraction method can take on very distinct
proaches. One major difference between watermarking t
niques is whether or not the watermark detection or extr
tion step requires the original image. Watermarking te
niques that do not require the original image during the
traction process are calledoblivious(or public) watermark-
ing techniques. For oblivious watermarking techniques, w
termark extraction works as follows:

Ŵ = DK0(X̂ 0) (2)

whereX̂ 0 is a possibly corrupted watermarked image,K 0

is the extraction key,D represents the watermark extra
tion/detection function, and̂W is the extracted watermar
information.

In general, a watermark can bevisibleor invisible. Invisible
watermarking schemes in turn can be classified as eithero-
bustor fragile. Robust watermarks are often used to pro
ownership claims, and so are generally designed to withs
malicious attacks such as image scaling, cropping, lo
compression, and so forth. Examples of watermarking te
nique that are robust to such attacks are given in [1, 2, 3
In comparison, fragile watermarks are useful for purpose
authentication, and can potentially be used to verify the
tegrity of a given image's content. Fragile watermarks h
been proposed in [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Overview and sur
of watermarking techniques can be found in [4, 9, 6].

In Figure 2 we show the general framework in which a pub
key fragile watermarking technique [11] is used for authe
tication. As can be seen from the figure, authentication
achieved by embedding a binary logo into the image in s
a manner that the visual quality of the image is unaffect
When the image needs to be authenticated or verified,
watermark (which is the binary logo) is extracted by usi
2
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Figure 2: General framework of a fragile public key watermark [11] used for image authentic
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the unique key (public or private depending on the techniq
employed) associated with the source. The authenticity
the image is established through the integrity of the extrac
logo image. Any change made to the image would resul
corruption of the corresponding pixels in the extracted lo
Since a fragile watermark is essentially used for authent
tion purposes, we prefer to use the term authentication
termark in the remaining of this paper.

One advantage of using fragile watermarks for authent
tion, as opposed to a conventional authentication techn
is that with fragile watermarking, the authenticator is insep
rably bound to the content. This greatly simplifies the log
tical problem of data handling and incorporating an authe
cation function in applications which represent images in o
of the many possible different data formats that are use
practice today. Another advantage is that authentication
termarks allow the determination of the exact pixel locatio
where the image has been modified. Hence there has
considerable interest in developing fragile or authenticat
watermarks for image data. However, the focus of these
forts has been mainly towards embedding (and extract
authentication codes in digital signals by means of an
propriate watermark. There has been little attention paid
cryptanalysis of proposed authentication techniques. In f
we show in this paper that some proposed techniques, h
some potential weaknesses and under certain reasonab
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sumptions, are subject to substitution and impersonation
tacks. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
next section we give a brief description of the Yeung-Mintz
watermarking technique and some simple extensions t
proposed later by Wu and Liu [12]. In section three we sh
how an adversary Oscar, with the knowledge of the bina
logo image used for embedding can launch a substitution
tack. In section four we then show how our attack can
made difficult by making some minor but crucial modifica
tions to the originally proposed techniques.

The Yeung and Mintzer authentication
watermark

Yeung and Mintzer [13, 14] recently proposed an authenti
tion watermarking method to protect the integrity of image
in which a binary watermark imageW is embedded into a
source imageX , so that subsequent alterations to the w
termarked imageX 0 should be detected. GenerallyW is a
binary image of the same dimensions as the imageX . How-
ever,W could have been created by tiling several cop
of a smaller binary logo image similar to the case sho
in Figure 2. Watermark insertion proceeds by examini
each pixelXi;j in turn, and applying the watermark extrac
tion functionD. If the extracted watermark value is equ
to the desired watermark value,Wi;j , processing continues
03
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with the next pixel; otherwise, the current pixel value is a
justed until the extracted watermark value equals the des
value. This process is repeated for each pixel in the imag

The watermark extraction function is computed from
owner's key, and is defined as:

Wi;j = fR(XR(i; j))� fG(XG(i; j))� fB(XB(i; j)) (3)

for RGB color images, andWi;j = f(X(i; j)) for grayscale
images, where the functionsfR(); fG() andfB() are binary
lookup tables, one per color component, and� indicates an
XOR operation. The lookup table contents are known o
to a user possessing the key. For example, the key c
be used to seed a pseudo-random number sequence u
generate the tables.

In addition to this process, since original pixel values
modified during watermark insertion, error diffusion is us
to maintain proper average color over the image in any lo
region. Although the error diffusion step is crucial in su
pressing any annoying artifacts that might be introduced
ing watermark insertion, it is not of interest in our discussi
This is because, for all practical purposes, the image th
obtained after watermark insertion is treated as “theoriginal
image” whose integrity is to be verified by subsequent
traction of the embedded watermark logo and checking it
any modifications. Hence any changes made while arriv
at this “original” image are not of interest to a potential
tacker. In order to make substitution attacks difficult, Yeu
and Mintzer also propose scrambling the binary waterm
logo image using chaotic mixing techniques.

Image verification is accomplished by applying the wa
mark extraction function toX 0 to generatêW , which is com-
pared to the original watermarkW . Changes to any portio
of the imageX 0 should result in changes to the correspo
ing block of the extracted watermark. Clearly, watermark
sertion and extraction are both extremely simple operat
and can be implemented with low space and time comp
ity.

Although the above technique watermarks and subsequ
authenticates image data in the spatial domain, the appr
can also be used for image data in the transform dom
For example, if the image has been compressed using a
based technique like JPEG, then the watermark can be
bedded in the compressed domain by restricting the inse
process to the DC coefficients only. That is, watermark
can be done by first extracting the DC coefficients and t
using the corresponding insertion and verification proc
on the DC image. Restricting the watermark to DC coe
cients may not be a good idea as an attacker may be ab
make subtle modifications to an image while preserving
integrity of the embedded logo. Also, changing the DC co
ficient in smooth regions can lead to the infamous block
3
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artifacts, commonly found in block DCT based compressi
techniques. Hence, Wu and Liu [12] insert the waterma
only in the AC coefficients of the image. They take sever
additional measures to ensure that watermark insertion d
not lead to visual degradation. For example, small coe
cients are not modified to avoid high frequency distortion
Nevertheless, the essential structure of the method rema
the same as the Yeung-Mintzer technique.

Inferring Lookup Tables

Given an image watermarked by the Yeung-Mintzer tec
nique, how can Oscar successfully implement a substitut
attack? In the Yeung-Mintzer scheme, a secret key is us
in a random number generator to populate the three tab
fR(); fG() andfB(), each of size 256 bits. The key to ou
attack is to determine the content of the look up tables
total of 768 bits).

If Oscar does not know the lookup tablesfR; fG andfB and
the binary watermark logoW , a substitution attack appear
to be very difficult. However, what if we assume that Osc
knows the watermark logoW? At first glance, it appears
that the security of the scheme is still assured by the fa
that Oscar must now correctly guess the correct lookup
ble combination from among(2256)3 possibilities (each of
the three functions in any combination can be independen
fixed in 2256 ways). This is not true. We show in the rest o
this section that there is, however, a way by which Oscar c
attack the scheme successfully while examining far few
possibilities. In particular, by analyzing a large enough sa
ple of pixel values (RGB color triples) and their correspon
ing extracted watermark bits, Oscar can reduce the sea
space significantly that a brute force enumeration of can
date lookup functions becomes computationally feasible.

Consider an imageX with associated watermarkW . Let
Xi = (Ri; Gi; Bi), i � 1, denote theith color triple inX
when the image is scanned in some order, and letWi denote
the corresponding extracted watermark bit. IffR; fG; fB are
the three unknown lookup table functions, we have:

Wi = fR(Ri)� fG(Gi)� fB(Bi)

for each value ofi � 1. Note thatWi is equal to0
(or to 1) exactly when the unknown three-bit sequenc
(fR(Ri); fG(Gi); fB(Bi)) haseven parity(respectively, has
odd parity). Thus, knowledge ofWi allows us reduce from
8 to 4 the number of choices for the unknown three-bit s
quence. Next, consider a pair of color triples(Ri; Gi; Bi)
and (Rj ; Gj ; Bj) in the source image. Naturally, if the
triples are identical, then so are the corresponding waterm
bits. Suppose that the two triples agree exactly on some p
of color values; say,Ri = Rj andGi = Gj . Then, choosing
04
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arbitrary valuesfR(Ri) andfG(Gi) automatically fixes the
valuesfB(Bi) andfB(Bj) because the right hand sides
the equations

fB(Bi) = Wi � fR(Ri)� fG(Gi) (4)

fB(Bj) = Wj � fR(Rj)� fG(Gj) (5)

are fully determined. The space of16 possibilities for the
lookup function values for the two triples is thereby reduc
to only4.

These observations motivate the construction of an u
rected graphG2(X) associated with imageX and its water-
markW . For every distinct triple of color values in the im
age, there is an associated node in the graphG2(X). Edges
in the graph are defined as follows: For any pair of trip
that have identical color components in two correspond
positions, we create an undirected edge between their a
ciated nodes (the subscript2 in the notationG2(X) reflects
this). Now, consider aconnected componentof G2(X), i.e.
a subset of nodes with the property that from any node in
subset, we can reach every other node in the subset via
quence of graph edges. From the discussion in the prev
paragraph, specifically Equations (4) and (5), an induc
argument shows thatexactly four possible assignmentsof
lookup functions are consistent with the watermark bits as
ciated with nodes in the connected component. Specific
we can start at some arbitrary initial node in the compon
and choose two lookup function values for the triple cor
sponding to the node. The values for the remaining trip
in the connected component can be completely inferred
following paths beginning at the initial node and using
above equations for each successive edge along any
path.

If the graphG2(X) hask connected components, the pr
ceding paragraph would imply that the search space fo
ferring the actual lookup functions would have4k possibili-
ties. In fact, the search space can be circumscribed even
ther: we create another graphG1(X) with the same nodes a
in G2(X) but whose edges are between nodes whose c
sponding color values share at least one identical color va
Thus, an edge inG2(X) is also inG1(X) but not vice-versa
If two nodes in different connected components ofG2(X)
are joined by an edge inG1(X), then the two component
of G2(X) can be fully inferred by looking at only8 possi-
bilities and not42 = 16. In general, ifk different connected
components ofG2(X) are joined together in one connect
component ofG1(X), then4 � 2k�1 lookup table choices
cover all the possibilities.

Provide that Oscar has access to a large enough sample
color triples and their associated watermark bits, the gra
G1(X) andG2(X) can both be expected to be richly co
nected (since many pixels would have at least one and o
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two color values in common). Our preliminary experime
tal results show that typical images have very few connec
components, i.e., most pixels share one or two color com
nent values with some other pixels in typical images. Co
sequently, Oscar can break the Yeung-Mintzer scheme
brute-force enumeration of the modest number of poss
color lookup table possibilities, a computationally feasib
operation under the circumstances.

Specifically, if the watermark image is known to Osca
along with the source image, then he gains significa
amount of information about the functionsfR; fG andfB .
This is because every RGB triple that he can find that has
elements in common with a previously encountered trip
gives him more information about the table thereby enabl
him to narrow his search space. In the terminology of t
graph based framework, Oscar starts with a graph cont
ing 2563 components (one for every RGB triple). Let a no
trivial component be a component that contains more th
one node. The degree of uncertainty that Oscar needs to
cover to attack this watermarking scheme is no more th
2256�3 or 2768. Every time Oscar finds two triples that hav
two color quantities in common, he then checks to see if t
pair of quantities are already connected by an edge in
of the existing non-trivial components. If they are not a
ready connected, then Oscar forms a new edge and he
effectively reduced the degree of uncertainty by a factor
2. Hence the size of the search space is also reduced
factor of 2. His final search space is no more than2768�E

whereE is the total number of edges added, each causing
total number of components to shrink by one. Note also t
any component inG2() can have a maximum size of 256
and hence the numebr of edges can be at most 255. A
result, we have in the best possible case a final search s
of 4.

Thwarting a substitution attack

Our attack described in the previous section is based on
assumption that the watermark logoW is known. Before we
consider further, we would like to note that neither Yeun
and Mintzer [13, 14] nor Wu and Liu [12] explicitly mention
in their paper that the logo image needs to be maintained
a secret. Nor do they address the issue of the security of t
scheme given the fact that the watermark logo is known.

One may then ask whether assuming Oscar knows the
termark logoW is a reasonable assumption? In our opinio
it is. Consider an image merchant who puts an authent
tion watermark before transmitting the image to the buye
it is likely that the merchant would use an logo represent
the image retail company. Similarly, a news reporter w
watermarks images is likely to use a logo that identifies
05
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IS&T’s 1999 PICS Conference
reporter, or identifies the news organization. Similar ar
ments can be made for cases where the images are us
medical or legal purposes.

Nevertheless, irrespective of whether one considers
above assumption to be fair or otherwise, it would be cle
desirable if one can remove the requirement that the
termark logoW remain secret. Here we propose a sim
modification to the Yeung-Mintzer authentication waterm
(which can also be suitably adapted for the Wu-Liu wa
mark).

One way of preventing Oscar from achieving this reduct
in the search space is by making the watermark extrac
function dependent on the position of the pixel. This can
done, for example by adding two more look-up tablesfI and
fJ that take the row indexi and column indexj and also
output a zero or a one value which are then XORed' ed
the values produced by thefR; fG andfB look-up tables to
yield the watermark bit. In other words, we have

Wi;j = fR(XR(i; j))� fG(XG(i; j))�

fB(XB(i; j)� fI(i)� fJ(j)) (6)

Clearly, Oscar now cannot reduce the search space by
bining information form pixels at different spatial location
Instead he needs to construct a different graph for each l
tion his search space would then be exponential in the n
ber of components in the union of all these graphs. Fo
1000� 1000 image this simple modification would increa
his search space by an additional factor of106 in the ex-
ponent. The cost for achieving this additional safety is t
additional table look-ups (which can be done in parallel) a
the storage for two additional tables, both of which can
kept to small sizeN (say, 1000) by performing an approp
ate moduloN reduction prior to performing the table look
up.
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